students nor schools can be programmed in advance. Schedules and job descriptions cannot prevent a school, or an individual teacher, from doing whatever is necessary at the time. Though no school can do everything, a good school deploys its staff members to the best advantage of students. To the degree possible, every child gets access to the teacher or instructional experience that he or she needs at a particular time.
No good school ignores a child because of race, gender, or physical abilities. However, no school is good just because it does not discriminate or promote invidious relationships among people. A school is good because it nurtures and guides all children and teaches effectively.
People who attended both public and Catholic parochial schools face two competing perceptions. First, on average, Catholic schools now have higher academic standards and are more communal, more focused on instruction, and more coherent than public schools. Second, Catholic schools are not much different now than they were thirty or forty years ago when most people considered them mediocre. How to reconcile these perceptions? The answer is that the Catholic schools have stayed roughly the same, or improved slightly, while public schools have declined.
Today's Catholic parochial schools and their neighboring public schools differ in a number of ways. 1 -Catholic schools have missions stated in terms of the kinds of knowledge, skills, and values of the graduates they intend to produce. Public schools are organizations that run externally mandated programs.
-Catholic schools recognize the differences among children but regard these differences as at most temporary impediments to the student's learning the knowledge, skills, and habits that the school intends to impart to all students. In contrast, public schools classify students as handicapped, language minority, gifted, and so on and offer distinct programs of study for different categories of student. 2 -Teachers and administrators in Catholic schools are jointly responsible for the school's results, while public school teachers and administrators are responsible for their specific personal tasks.
-Staff members in Catholic schools are school employees while staff members in public schools are civil servants who work under formally written job descriptions and collective bargaining agreements that spell out everything from hours of work to what students they can serve.
The point is not to praise Catholic schools but to trace the effects of federal government programs on public schools. Before federal elemen-tary and secondary education programs were enacted, public schools had far fewer separate programs. Children were not classified according to guidelines set by regulators outside the school, and schools did not have to compete for teachers' allegiance with external funding sources, administrative units, or unions. This is not to say that federal programs are responsible for all the differences between Catholic and public schools. Since long before the enactment of federal elementary and secondary education programs, public schools were larger on average, and less unified by common beliefs, than Catholic schools. Starting in the early twentieth century, public school teachers were more likely than Catholic school teachers to complain about unnecessary paperwork.
Not all of the policies, programs, rules, and contractual provisions that have weakened schools were initiated by the federal government. Some come from litigation, some come from collective bargaining, and some come from state laws established in imitation of federal statutes. However, federal government programs and initiatives introduced the idea that government could act on some parts of schools and not others, introducing programs for some children and not others, different rules to control the work of different teachers, and central office coordinators who would choose and supervise some teachers.
All major federal initiatives in K-12 education stemmed from the Brown decision, which first construed school enrollments as state action and established that discrimination denies children their rights under the Fourteenth Amendment. Though many federal policymakers have understood that nondiscrimination does not in itself make a good school, most major federal programs started as antidiscrimination measures. The largest federal education program, Title I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act, was meant to overcome school districts' perceived habit of neglecting the needs of low-income and minority students. Federal programs for the handicapped and limited-English-speaking students were patterned after court orders resulting from lawsuits that alleged denial of equal protection of the laws. Aside from the large funding programs, the most conspicuous federal activity on K-12 education has been the enforcement of antidiscrimination statutes by the Office for Civil Rights (OCR). Though the federal government has also mounted small programs intended to train teachers, conduct research, or develop new instructional methods, these programs have received minuscule amounts of funding and have had short, uncertain lives, as compared with the big group-oriented programs.
Can the national commitment to equal educational opportunity for all be sustained without weakening schools? This paper says yes and suggests principles for a new federal role. It shows how government policies have made schools more formal and complex; engineered political pressures that distorted schools' operations and priorities; and imposed requirements that facilitate oversight by legislatures, bureaucracies, and courts, yet impede effective instruction.
Formal, Complex Schools
The ice nine of government policy has made retaining the characteristics of good schools difficult for many schools. Public schools that receive federal funds are organized around programs, each designed for a given category of students; students are instructed accordingly. Teachers specialize, taking responsibility for particular instructional routines and for the students classified as needing or entitled to them. How did this happen?
Forcing Students and Teachers into Categories
Until the 1960s, elementary and secondary education policy was considered off-limits for the federal government. President John F. Kennedy strove to establish a program of general federal aid to education, but his effort foundered politically on the issue of whether Catholic schools would also benefit from federal funds. President Lyndon B. Johnson got around the church-state barriers via a new theory of federal aid, the child benefit theory. Under this theory, the federal government could pay for services to children without increasing funding for schools. Thus, federal funds could benefit children in Catholic schools without supporting religious education. Under the same theory, federal funding for public schools could be shaped in ways that encouraged educators to place greater priority on the education of children who, because of their poverty, racial minority status, or other characteristics, had not been the primary concern of local schools. eral program funds. Children for whom federal programs were not specifically intended were not supposed to benefit in any way from the goods and services thereby provided.
In the first decade of its existence, Title I was a clear political success, providing funds to every congressional district and the vast majority of school districts, dominating the time and attention of local administrators, and generating research and publicity. 5 Though the program's effectiveness in raising student achievement was not clear, its effects on changing patterns of service delivery were evident everywhere. Title I could not fund services for every disadvantaged child, and its services were normally focused on reading and arithmetic instruction in the lowest income schools.
Title I also demonstrated the federal government's power through threats to cancel grants that local schools had come to depend on, to force reallocation of state and local funds. School administrators who had resisted Title I as an unwarranted exercise of federal power were succeeded by people who bought into-and became expert at administering-federal programs.
Other federal programs have built on this politically successful model. ESEA in the late 1990s contained more than sixty programs in addition to Title I, funding services for students with limited-English proficiency, Native Americans, and migrants and supporting school safety, magnet schools, teacher training initiatives, and many other purposes. In the mid1970s a major new program for the handicapped built on the Title I example, and the preexisting Vocational Education program came to imitate it. To varying degrees, these programs all required separate and distinct services for their beneficiaries and forced equal use of state and local funds.
Federal programs were not the only acts of government that transformed schools. States enacted additional programs modeled on Title I, each targeted to a category of student, teacher, or service. State-funded programs often supported similar services for disadvantaged children in elementary and high schools not covered by Title I. Litigation in federal courts led to decrees affecting how schools are organized, staffed, and operated.
At about the same time Title I and its imitators were changing the nature of schools, many local school boards found that they could no longer meet teacher unions' salary demands. They started to offer unions concessions over teacher work rules, policies on teacher assignment, limitations on teachers' responsibility outside their classrooms, and constraints on school principals' management discretion. 6 
Limiting Teacher Responsibility
Title I and subsequent federal programs introduced something that schools had never before encountered: programs and funds controlled outside the school, providing staff and equipment that are sent into the school to perform particular functions.
This arrangement ensured that federal program funds could be tracked to identifiable adults, whose activities could be readily described to federal program auditors and evaluators. The downside of this arrangement was that programs developed on a districtwide basis often did not consider the specific needs of individual schools. Specialized teachers might not use the same teaching methods and present material on the same schedule as regular classroom teachers. Principals and classroom teachers had no formal authority to demand that the specialists collaborate with them, though many did so successfully on their own. 7 As the number of federal programs increased (and as state legislatures enacted additional programs patterned after Title I), schools (especially those in poverty areas eligible for several separate programs) were served by increasing numbers of specialist teachers who did not work for the principal and did not need to coordinate with regular classroom teachers.
Classroom teachers' responsibility for individual children's learning was diluted, as more and more of their students' instruction was provided outside the classroom and by others. A teacher who could not expect a child to attend his or her reading class every day-and whose students might be confused by things they were taught elsewhere-was not clearly accountable for what that student learned. Similarly, a principal who could not coordinate teachers' schedules and methods, and had little to say about who was assigned to teach in the school or whether teachers who had become school mainstays would be abruptly transferred out, could not be expected to run a coherent instructional program.
In light of consistent research findings that disadvantaged students learn more in schools that are unified around a clear instructional mission, pressure to reverse the fragmenting effects of federal programs has been strong. 8 Congress and federal Title I administrators recognized this as a problem as early as the late 1970s and progressively softened the requirement that program services be distinct and easily identifiable. 9 The current version of Title I encourages schools to adopt schoolwide programs, which make coordinated use of all the assets of a school, including teachers and equipment purchased by Title I.
However, the basic pattern was set. Deregulation of Title I and other program regulations (starting with the Educational Consolidation and Improvement Act in 1980) has continued to the present time. Efforts to strengthen schools, however, constantly struggle against the centrifugal tendencies created by federal and state program requirements and work rules established in union contracts. Some schools are wholeheartedly implementing schoolwide programs, but many are still finding it difficult to place all administrators and teachers into the same boat. Different adults owe loyalty to different program administrators in the central office; many have work rules that limit their obligation to invest time in overall school improvement; and, despite the heroic voluntary efforts of many individuals, many have job security that allows them to resist schoolwide improvement efforts that might require changes in their teaching practices.
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As schools are increasingly patterned by the ice nine of government, they progressively lose their integrity as organizations.
11 Assets (staff members, equipment) are added to or subtracted from schools. Constraints in the form of new goals, performance quotas, testing programs, and regulations governing treatment of students and teachers are imposed on schools by school boards, central office administrators, and state and federal funding agencies. Staff members and students are brought into the school or taken out of it in pursuit of districtwide priorities, such as fulfillment of union contracts and maintenance of racial balance. New curricula and staff training programs are selected for whole districts and then infused into schools. Budget shortfalls are met by mandated districtwide reductions in school staffing or services, and the use of budget increases is also determined at the district level, in negotiations between the school board and teachers unions.
People in schools still strive to make them caring and adaptive places that meet students' needs. However, teachers and principals must now negotiate their ways around rules, structures, and working conditions imposed by government. Whether or not government's initiatives were necessary at the time, they have certainly burdened schools.
Political Engineering
Federal programs have deliberately put schools under new political pressures. On the assumption that past neglect of disadvantaged students was caused by local politics, in which their parents had few allies and little influence, federal programs tried to change the balance of local political forces. All large federal programs were expressly organized around constituency groups, helped parent groups organize, and gave parents official roles in school decisionmaking. Some gave parents new access to judicial remedies, on the assumption that the ability to threaten litigation would increase their influence on schools. Most tried to colonize state and local education agencies with individuals paid to advocate for compliance with federal program rules. As a result teachers are sometimes forced to treat students differently, depending on their links to organized external groups that have been set up and empowered by government actions. Many school principals' jobs have been changed, from the managers of small productive organizations to brokers among well-established interest groups and coordinators of compliance processes.
Schools were never without their politics. Even in private schools where government has little influence, different parents sometimes make competing demands, and the way these are resolved can affect teacher actions and student opportunities. Donors have influence. Staff members can disagree, and even form competing factions, about the relative importance of arts and sciences or athletics versus academics. Individual staff members can also compete for approval, status, or good job opportunities.
However, in those situations, people's interests and their influence are defined within the school community. Federal programs, court orders, and regulations have deliberately sought to reengineer the politics of individual schools, increasing the leverage exercised by certain groups within the school and creating leverage for outside groups that previously had no standing in school decisionmaking. The consequence is that individual schools operate in a far more complex political environment now than before ESEA was enacted.
Federal Programs' Focus on Constituencies
Like other Great Society programs, Title I was founded on a political argument that state and local education politics favored the white middle class and excluded the poor and minorities. To help low-income and minority students, the federal government would have to override, and ultimately alter, the innate bias of state and local politics. Title I therefore required that federal funds be tied to easily identified objects or services and that those assets be used only for the benefit of individual children deemed eligible under federal rules. 12 In the face of evidence that some localities, especially in the South, resisted using federal funds in these ways, the U.S. Office of Education created increasingly stringent program rules. These required localities not only to use federal funds as intended, but also to show that as much state and local money was spent on disadvantaged students as on other pupils. 13 This evolution of the federal role was strongly promoted by a coalition of Office of Education officials and newly burgeoning Washington, D.C.-based educational interest groups. As Samuel Halperin wrote approvingly in 1975:
ESEA has become a rallying point for those concerned about achieving full educational opportunity for specific segments of the population [leading to] . . . special programs for out of school youth [,] . . . migrant workers [,] . . . neglected youngsters and juvenile delinquents [,] . . . handicapped children [,] . . . children forced to speak one language at home and another in the schools[, and] . . . preschool children. . . . Now the social movements which spawned ESEA are merging with those demanding greater child development and day-care services . . . and have pushed through school lunch, breakfast, special milk, and related programs. 14 Title I tried to create local bases of political and administrative support by building cadres of federally paid compliance officers in state education departments and local school districts and by creating low-income parent advisory councils that could veto school districts' plans for the use of federal funds. It also put pressure on state and local superintendents by requiring frequent public evaluations of program effectiveness. Pressure to demonstrate student learning gains led most states to focus their Title I money on children in early grades, where reading gains are easier to measure. Performance pressure also led the U.S. Department of Edu-cation to require concentration of Title I funds in local schools with the highest proportions of low-income children.
Politicization of Parent Involvement
Since the earliest days of Title I, federal officials have tried to stimulate creation of grass-roots support groups for it and other programs such as education of the handicapped and bilingual education. Influenced by War on Poverty empowerment strategies, federal regulation writers' preferred approach was to organize the parents of program recipients and give them veto power over local uses of program funds. This, it was believed, would ensure that funds were spent on the right children. Federal administrators also encouraged formation of local interest groups of citizens and educators dedicated to the schooling of specified groups of children. The Title I program pioneered these approaches, but federal administrators of programs for handicapped children raised the creation of local support groups to a high art. 15 Federal programs for the handicapped did more than organize parents; they also gave parents of handicapped children unique legal rights to oversee services proposed for their children and to bring lawsuits against school districts that did not offer what the parents thought their children needed.
Administrators of state programs followed suit. By the mid-1970s, the soft collaborative ideal of parental involvement in education had taken on a hard political edge. Localities where students were compelled to attend certain schools because of desegregation court orders tried to compensate by giving parents a chance to influence school programs. The idea of authoritative parent advisory councils influenced the site-based management movement that started in Miami and was quickly adopted throughout the country. Teacher groups also demanded decisionmaking power. The idea of shared parent-teacher governance of schools reached its apogee in the 1988 Illinois law on Chicago reform, which mandated elected local site councils to govern all Chicago schools. Some schools improved under this new politicization of parent and teacher involvement, but many did not. Many Title I parent advisory councils were inactive, and others were controlled by activist factions that less combative parents could not challenge. Other groups (for example, parents of the gifted and talented) organized politically to protect their children's education in the face of the extraordinary legal leverage enjoyed by parents of the handicapped. As Anthony S. Bryk and others reported about the Chicago school reform, some schools changed dramatically for the better but the majority did not improve and many got dramatically worse as latent rivalries among parent and teacher factions came to the surface and dominated school life. 16 
Engineering New Leverage for Favored Groups
Until the mid-1970s, federal programs had generally paid for all the activities-services, purchasing, and administrative record-keepingthat they required states and localities to undertake. In the late 1970s, however, Congress and federal officials started exploiting all the leverage available to the donor of funds that the recipient had come to rely on. States and school districts that had become accustomed to receiving and using Title I funds found that new strings were attached. If they were to continue receiving Title I and other grant funds, they had to create new sports programs for women, make their buildings accessible to handicapped children, follow federal standards for equal employment opportunity, and so on.
The most important unfunded mandate, the federal program for handicapped children-the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA)-created an entitlement requiring that some students receive all the services they need regardless of the effects on other school or district activities or the needs of other students. 17 Unfunded entitlements strictly limit school leaders' ability to make judgments about services to children. The severity of the trade-off between fulfilling entitlements and serving other students depends on the numbers of entitlees and the cost of their services. The numbers of disabled children range from less than 10 percent to nearly 20 percent of the students in some districts. Though services for children with the most common forms of handicapping conditions typically cost only 20 to 50 percent more than local average per pupil expenditures, services to more profoundly disabled or disturbed students can cost five to ten times the district average.
In the early days of the federal program for handicapped children, how funding of special education services affected the regular school program was not clearly evident. Extremely expensive services were rare. In a school district serving five thousand students, a $50,000 placement for one student would require a transfer of at most $10 (and probably far less than that) from the average amount available for the education of any other child. This deduction was difficult to observe, because crosssubsidies among groups of students were (and still are) created in the school district central bureaucracy, where parents cannot easily see them. However, as special education has grown and the numbers of students and handicapping conditions have increased, regular classrooms increasingly bear-and show-the cost of accommodations made.
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Unfunded mandates are a form of political engineering. They use the federal government's leverage as a donor, based on the implied threat to remove a grant on which the recipient has come to depend, to give designated groups new claims on locally funded services.
The federal government in 1975 enacted the biggest unfunded mandate of all, the Education for All Handicapped Children Act. That statute established a new civil right that was limited to a particular class of citizens. It required all school districts to provide "appropriate" services to all handicapped children, as defined by an individualized education plan approved by parents and experts in education of the disabled. School districts were required to reconcile two different principles: to educate handicapped children in the "least restrictive environment" while providing any form of service considered necessary for the child's education. Parents who were not satisfied with a district's plans could seek redress in the courts, and school districts were required to pay for any service or placement required (including, in some cases, placement in private residential facilities), whatever the cost.
The Education for All Handicapped Children Act did not derive from Title I but was based on court orders that had established new rules for the education of severely handicapped children in Pennsylvania. 19 The act applied the principles established in one case in one federal judicial region to the whole country. It established the principle that the federal government could make certain children the beneficiaries of an absolute service entitlement-an entitlement that was established without reference to the needs of other students or the budget priorities and tax capacities of states and localities. 20 Early supporters of the Education for All Handicapped Children Act claimed that the number of children requiring expensive special services was low and that the financial impact on regular education would be slight. Critics feared that the demands of parents with severely handi-capped children would escalate; others predicted that the numbers of parents seeking special accommodations for their children would increase and an alliance between these parents and handicapped-education providers would lead to uncontrolled expansion of special education programs.
Special education grew rapidly in the late 1970s and 1980s. Real school spending increased by 61 percent from 1967 to 1991. However, only about one-fourth of the increase was directed at "regular education." The share of expenditures going to regular education dropped from 80 percent to 59 percent between 1967 and 1991, while the share going to special education climbed from 4 percent to 17 percent. Of the new net money spent on education, about 38 percent went to special education for severely handicapped and learning-disabled children. 21 Increasing numbers of parents sought individually tailored accommodations for their children, and the definitions of "handicapping conditions" proliferated. Virtually any child who had trouble learning to read or adjusting to the behavioral demands of schools could be considered handicapped and was therefore entitled to a special accommodation. Litigation on schools' obligations under the law also forced schools to accept responsibility for medical services (for example, catheterization) and limited schools' ability to deal aggressively with disruptive student behavior. 22 Not every parent who wanted individualized treatment for his or her child was willing to accept the "handicapped" or "special education" label. Thus, many parents and advocacy groups organized to seek special treatment for other children under such labels as "gifted" or "bilingual." The high-water mark for such efforts was a proposal made by a Title I reauthorization commission in 1993, to give every child in the United States a judicially enforceable "opportunity to learn" guarantee. To date, no group other than the handicapped has been able to gain an absolute entitlement to services. 23 Once organized for action, however, many of these groups were able to win political concessions from districts and schools.
By establishing that some students have more claims on political and legal protection than others, programs for the handicapped helped foster a virtually universal feeling among public school teachers and parents that they are not being treated fairly and that they must, therefore, look out for themselves. As Alfie Kohn has shown, many advantaged parents Brookings Papers on Education Policy: 2000 act on this feeling by using their influence and access to obtain the best placements for their own children. 24 For schools, as for communities, political engineering by outside parties can have disastrous consequences. Nobody knows what a group will do with new powers, or how groups will react to policies that afford advantages to their rivals. The local school or district is responsible for making realistic decisions about what can best benefit the most students and what accommodations for special needs are possible. However, if only one group has such an entitlement, district and school leaders face a different problem: They are obliged fully to satisfy the entitlements first and then fund the education of all other children out of what is left.
One thing is clear, however. Politicizing school life draws attention toward the agendas of organized adult groups and away from the more mundane concerns of teaching and learning.
Colonization of Local and State Agencies
Local school systems, especially in large urban districts, depend heavily on federal funding to staff their central offices. Federal funds pay for major shares of most school districts' testing and evaluation programs, teacher training programs, and purchases of equipment. Though they are generally not as dependent on federal funding as state departments of education, local districts are heavily influenced and constrained by federal programs and their resident managers. Federal program coordinators often resist local reform initiatives that increase individual schools' control of funds, citing possible disruption of relations with the federal government and possible job loss for specialists employed to deliver federal program services.
This situation is the result of a deliberate effort by federal program managers to colonize state and local education agencies. By offering to pay for staff members who would administer federal programs and manage federally mandated compliance processes, federal programs such as Title I and IDEA created new sources of leverage on schools' use of funds and distribution of services.
Ted Sanders's experience in Ohio shows how thoroughly colonized the states have become. When he became Ohio's superintendent of public instruction in 1991, Sanders intended to make the state education department a force for school improvement throughout the Buckeye State. He quickly discovered, however, that he had practically nothing to say about the responsibilities of the more than six hundred employees who nominally worked for him. The vast majority of them were funded by federal programs-Title I, programs for the handicapped, vocational education, and so on-and had demanding oversight and enforcement duties. Those people were often the best-educated and most experienced employees of the Ohio Department of Education; most of the remaining employees were administrators and financial specialists, not people who could contribute to a statewide school improvement program. 25 Many state departments of education draw most of their funding from federal sources. 26 The federal share of state agency operating funds for all states in 1993 was 41 percent; for Michigan, 77 percent; Iowa, 71 percent; Alabama, 69 percent; South Dakota, 62 percent; Maryland, 61 percent; New Hampshire, 60 percent; North Dakota, 59 percent; and Utah, 59 percent. In many states, the only employees on the state payroll are those who work directly for the superintendent and those who collect funds from the legislature and write checks to localities. Though some states, notably Kentucky, have been able to steer their own courses independently of the federal government, many have no real agenda beyond keeping federal funds flowing.
Starting in the early 1990s, several states tried to reassert control of their departments of education, hoping to turn them into forces for general school improvement. Illinois, Kentucky, Ohio, Texas, and Virginia were among the first to try to rehabilitate these institutions. In the mid1990s, states that were committed to standards-based reform also tried to make their education departments into instruments for general school improvement (for example, Maryland, Missouri, Oregon, and Washington). Though some are starting to make progress, the continuing presence of many paid "colonists" from federal programs remains an obstacle.
Today's chief state school officers are often experts in the administration of federal programs. Their delegate in Washington, the Council of Chief State School Officers (CCSSO), supports strong "categorical" regulations on the use of federal funds and opposes initiatives that would give individual schools greater discretion. This position confirms the status of the CCSSO as the point of contact between federal regulators and individual states as well as an advocate for federal regulation of states and local districts.
Local school districts are not as thoroughly colonized. The majority of central office staff members are still paid from state and local funds, and the superintendent is clearly more accountable to the local school board than to federal program managers in Washington and the state capitol. However, colonization definitely limits the flexibility of local school districts. Many districts are unable to take full advantage of flexibility provisions recently written into Title I because their federal program coordinators insist on maintaining patterns of service that have withstood earlier compliance audits. Federal program coordinators also resist allowing schools to choose the teachers who will deliver federally paid instructional services, and they control much of the money available for teacher in-service training. Though superintendents are often able to negotiate successfully for cooperation, they must treat their own federal coordinators as representatives of an outside power.
Such constraints on superintendents impede certain kinds of local school improvement initiatives. Superintendents often find that they cannot deliver on promises to evaluate schools on the basis of productivity, not compliance. School leadership teams of teachers and administrators often find that promised "lump-sum school budgeting" is not real, because teachers hired with federal program dollars are still controlled by central office coordinators. Philanthropists often find that schools cannot implement privately funded reform initiatives because federal program operations cannot be changed to accommodate them.
Through these methods-creating new political leverage for selected parents, favoring certain groups in the competition for funds, helping potential interest groups to form and create agendas, and colonizing state and local education agencies-the federal government created new forces to influence schools. By the same methods, federal programs have helped turn public schools into inflexible government institutions, forced to respond as much or more to political forces as to the imperatives of teaching and learning.
Proxies for Equity
Forty-five years after Brown v. Board of Education, the Fourteenth Amendment remains the basis of the federal role in education. Virtually all federal programs and rules identify inequalities and attempt to remedy them.
Equity is the historic basis for federal initiatives in K-12 education. Before the Brown decision, many states and localities practiced discrimination and neglected the needs of minority students. Actions in federal courts, the enactment of Title I, and enforcement efforts by the U.S. Office of Education (predecessor to the Department of Education) turned American school districts around.
Despite these successes, equity has often proven to be a problematic basis for action. Equity in education is difficult to identify. Because different children need different instructional experiences, identical treatment, or identical levels of expenditure, is not always equitable. Teachers are not commodities, and a few minutes with one may benefit a child more than several hours with another. Some children learn a great deal from books, while others are inspired by contact with computers, and others respond best to a great deal of interpersonal "face time."
Even an "identical outcomes" standard is not unequivocally equitable. Some children find it easy to attain high levels of skill in some areas (for example, drawing, instrumental music, or dance) that others could never attain. Would it be equitable to require schools to teach all students to the same level of proficiency if that meant that the most gifted students would not fully develop their skills? Is it equitable to allow a student with low aptitudes in a given subject to neglect it to develop skills in an area where he or she has higher aptitude? Teachers and parents face such questions all the time and try to resolve them in the best interest of individual children. No single equity principle can apply: What is best-equitablein one case might not be equitable in another.
Formulas that define equity as universal attainment of certain minimum outcomes offer only a temporary escape from this conundrum. Ultimately, one must determine whether it is equitable to accept a universal outcomes standard, no matter how high or low, if evidence exists that people who exceed the standard do better in jobs, further education, and so on.
Inequalities such as those recognized by Brown, for example, government policies expressly constructed to deny minority children access to publicly funded schools, allow unambiguous remedial action. However, not every need and deficiency of schools can be approached effectively from this perspective. Some differences in student outcomes are caused by factors other than discrimination. Some educational failures affect every student in a school, district, or state and cannot be addressed by interventions on behalf of a particular subset of students. Some educational problems require flexible and innovative solutions that must be crafted within the classroom or school.
Government does not fare well with such complexity. Needing to judge complex situations from a distance, government agencies and courts are forced to adopt relatively simple proxy measures for equity. Sometimes, as in the case of laws and regulations on the education of handicapped children, government intervenes simply by giving one group access to courts and quasi-judicial proceedings that other groups do not have. This tilts the allocation of school resources (dollars, teachers, equipment, time) in the direction of favored groups, but it does not ensure either that they will benefit or that other disadvantaged children will not be hurt by the results. Thus, it is often difficult for anyone to be sure that government has promoted a situation that is equitable from the perspective of one disadvantaged group without increasing inequity when viewed from the perspective of another. An activity can be considered equity-promoting whether or not it creates the greatest possible advantage per dollar spent, or benefits as many people as possible, or makes some people worse off in the course of making its direct beneficiaries better off.
Government programs and prescriptions can inhabit an unreal world in which contrary prescriptions can be smoothly integrated, adult tasks can be easily distinguished, and children can be easily classified. Teachers, students, and parents do not live in such a world.
Nothing about this analysis is news. Government programs in all fields are forced to adopt measurable bases for action and are liable to goal displacement if the proxies they use are bad. In education, consistent use of bad proxies for equity can thwart efforts to make sure disadvantaged students get effective instruction. 27 Federal programs can sometimes create equity, at least as measured by the government's chosen proxies, without creating all the intended benefits. For example:
-Title I requires school districts to concentrate funds on certain schools, so that a low-income child in one school may get services while an equally low-income child in another school with a smaller concentration of poor students does not.
-Programs for education of the handicapped allow parents of individual children to press their demands in the courts, whether or not the benefits they gain are paid for by reducing expenditures on school programs that benefit poor, minority, or disadvantaged students. 28 -Students classified as "behavior disordered" can be removed from classrooms only if their Individualized Education Plan (IEP) is formally changed, regardless of whether they are learning in the class or of the consequences of their behavior for other students.
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-Government civil right agencies will act against a charter school that enrolls handicapped children and does not provide the services specified in those children's Individualized Education Plans. This can happen even if parents chose the school expressly because they thought their children were being harmed by the public school district's special education program.
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Another example of an equity definition that does not benefit the children it is intended to protect is that Title I and other federal programs require equalization of local spending per child before federal funds can be added on. But the proxies for equal spending they use do not challenge the biggest source of local spending inequalities, which is the distribution of high-salaried teachers. As a proxy for equity, federal programs count the numbers of teachers in schools, not their real-dollar cost, so that the schools in the lowest income neighborhoods, which attract the lowest paid and least-qualified teachers, get far less than their share of funds. 31 By convention, if not in reality, all these procedures promote equity. But they may not do as much for those children as other arrangements that strengthen the schools they attend or create significant movement toward the undefined but intensely desired goal of educational equality.
Using such proxies for equity places great emphasis on the rituals of compliance, not on problem solving. It is better suited to the protection of existing programs and the stabilization of adult working environments than to finding solutions to the problem of how to improve education for the disadvantaged and handicapped.
An overheard dialogue illustrates how commitment to poor proxies for equity can act like ice nine in schools. Two academics, one who had devoted his career to studying school desegregation and another who had specialized in school effectiveness research, were asked to define a good school. The first academic replied, "A good school is one in which every person knows her rights and suffers no discrimination." The second academic replied, "A good school is a caring environment where the adults use all their knowledge and energy to find ways to help every student learn to high standards." These definitions of a good school might be compatible, but their differences in emphasis are clear. Under the second definition, a school is a unique problem-solving organization unified by a commitment to helping all children meet a common standard. If it lives up to its commitments, it will not classify any child in an arbitrary way or give up on any student without first exhausting all the time, energy, and expertise available. Under the first definition, a good school is built around a set of rules intended to prevent discrimination. The question arises as to whether a school so constructed can teach any child to the limits of his or her ability.
Associating equity with specific regulations and processes makes federal programs difficult to assail, but it does not make them effective. It also impedes serious discussion about how best to use all the resources available for the education of disadvantaged children. From the standpoint of people who equate fairness with the proxies for it developed under federal programs, critics who propose changes in Title I targeting or decisionmaking processes, or current methods for determining handicapped children's placements, are by definition risking equity.
Government deals with large issues, mass programs, and gross-grained oversight. It cannot, and generally does not need to, exercise fine-grained judgment about the activities of unique, intimate local groups. In creating new equity claims for particular groups, government has entered into situations where doing good is very difficult. The methods of administration and oversight that come naturally to a government of continental scale require use of simplifications and proxy measures that match up poorly with the needs of individual children and schools. The results are all but inevitable: Government is forced to use measures of merit that are only loosely related to its goals, and schools are forced to do things that make them less effective.
The Effects of Federal Programs
Federal initiatives in K-12 education have succeeded in making disadvantaged children the top priority at the national, state, and local levels. However, though federal programs have caused changes that helped lowincome and minority children, federal programs have often done harm to those same children's education-and everyone else's-by weakening the schools. They do so by diverting funds and energy away from regular instruction and toward special programs, much as the child benefit theory anticipated and even ordained.
Public discourse about education has changed since the 1960s. No one seriously questions the importance and moral rightness of providing disadvantaged children with a fair opportunity to gain skills, stay in school, attend college, and achieve advanced training. School systems are now staffed almost entirely by people whose training is deeply influenced by values about education of the disadvantaged.
Changes in legal doctrines (for example, the 1954 Brown decision and subsequent Supreme Court actions), and demographic changes that make business more dependent than ever on immigrants and native-born minority workers, have also transformed national priorities.
However, the federal government has not been able to follow up its success in setting new priorities with effective action. Many of its programs and rules have weakened schools by putting process before results, caused displacement of goals from serving students to guaranteeing administrative compliance, and weakened schools' ability to pursue effective instructional programs and solve the problems presented by their students.
No one intended these outcomes. The people who write and advocate for federal program regulations can often demonstrate that local educators do not recognize or use all the options they have and that the negative outcomes of federal programs result from choices that state and local educators make. 32 Federal programs have provided needed funds for many cash-strapped school systems, but they have also set off chains of events that have weakened the very institutions on which all children depend for their education. Federal programs did not directly cause the current unrest about public education. But they have contributed greatly to schools' loss of institutional coherence and educators' eroding sense of personal responsibility, which in turn led to pressure for new schools operated under new rules, the campaign for parental control via school choice, not political involvement, and the belief that public schools are not safe and caring enough.
The flight of middle-and working-class parents of all races from city schools and African American parents' growing demand for new options and the opportunity to send their children to private schools when nearby public schools are failing have many sources. 33 But it is hard to see how they would have happened to the current degree without the negative aspects of federal programs.
There are no villains here. One might blame the people who, in the 1960s and 1970s, were confident that the new federal initiatives would help the poor without harming anyone else (and would provide new advantages for poor children without simultaneously creating new obstacles to their education). While my work on the 1977 Title I reauthorization made a significant contribution to the regulatory structure of Title I, I do not berate myself now for actions taken then, nor should anyone else accept blame for acting in good faith in the context of those times. Yet, refraining from judging past actions does not justify persisting in the face of current knowledge about the harm done by many federal programs and policies. No one can claim that the current chaotic system of laws, regulations, constraints, and preferences is the best one that Americans could design for their children.
How can the federal government maintain its commitment to improving education for the disadvantaged, while promoting, rather than interfering with, the improvement of schools? Though many localities would probably retain their current commitment to improving education for poor and minority children even if all federal programs were eliminated, some might not. Moreover, some localities, particularly the poorest rural areas and biggest cities, would have difficulty maintaining even the marginal quality of their instructional programs without continued federal aid.
Toward a More Positive Federal Role
The federal government can be both a force for general school improvement and a source of initiative on behalf of the poor and disadvantaged. Accomplishing those goals, while helping schools become less governmental and more communal, requires fundamental changes at three levels: Federal programs must be funded and operated differently; the Department of Education must be organized differently, to become a national resource, not a captive of constituency-based interests; and Congress must oversee the department and its programs differently, focusing on its contributions to schools rather than its operation of separate categorical programs.
Can these things be done within the foreseeable future? Of course they can, if Congress decides to do so. Though the infrastructure built up to administer existing federal programs is large and powerful, it is not significantly larger or more powerful than the county-based welfare apparatus that Congress disassembled a few years ago. Similarly, though the constituencies that support the existing programs are large, they are not strongly united. Beneficiary groups, especially low-income and minority parents whose children benefit from Title I, are far more interested in better schools than in continuation of a particular federal program.
The foregoing statements come easily to a person who, like me, lives a continent away from Washington and spends much more time in the halls of schools than in Congress or the Department of Education. Schools and local education agencies would suffer if federal funds were withdrawn, and they would benefit if funding were, as it should be, increased. But most schools and districts could readily adapt to drastic revisions in federal program structure and administration. The barriers to change are not in the schools, states, or localities, but in Washington, in the form of congressional committee structures that make certain programs the property of powerful subcommittees, providers' lobbies, and other adult groups who gain from the ways the programs are now run. Necessary change will be politically difficult. But the needs of children and schools must not take a back seat to the self-protection interests of politicians.
Nothing about K-12 education, or the federal system, makes the current set of federal programs and regulatory structures inevitable. The federal government, if it chose, could construct a new role for itself, based on its unique perspectives and powers and its freedom of action. The federal government's perspective is national: The president and secretary of education are positioned to see emerging national needs that are less visible from within a state or region and to broker collaborations among states and regional organizations. The federal government's powers are also unique. Only it can spend the money raised by the Internal Revenue Service and redistribute funds from rich to poor states. The federal government's freedom of action is almost total because, unlike the state and local governments, it does not have to operate schools on a dayto-day basis.
Programs that commit all federal funds to set programs, and that consistently align federal officials with particular interest groups and government bureaucracies, limit the federal government's ability to use its unique perspectives and powers. Categorical programs such as Title I commit virtually all federal K-12 funds to a particular set of services and create a definite entitlement mentality among state and local administrators. Entitlement programs such as IDEA permanently enlist the federal government on one side in localities' struggle to stretch limited resources to meet diverse and ever-changing needs. The regulatory aspects of programs such as Title I, IDEA, and bilingual education also commit the federal government to a specific set of bureaucracies and decisionmaking processes.
If the federal program commits itself permanently to a set of beneficiaries, bureaucracies, and procedures, it fritters away its unique assets. The federal government can use its assets and make a continuing contribution to the quality of education for all American children, particularly the poor and disadvantaged, if it rebuilds its role according to these principles: 34 -Subsidize children, not jurisdictions. -Strengthen schools, not cross-or sub-school programs.
-Define results in terms of student and school performance.
-Attack emergent problems with short-term special-purpose grants.
-Make the Department of Education a national resource, not a federal ministry.
Subsidize Children, Not Jurisdictions
The federal government should support the education of disadvantaged children directly by funding the schools that educate these children, not government administrative structures. Congress should consolidate all federal grant programs into one funding mechanism, with procedures for identifying individual beneficiaries, providing funds directly to the schools those children attend, and ensuring that schools attended by beneficiaries get the same amounts of local and state dollars per pupil as other schools in the same district. 35 Federal laws and regulations should not require that money be traceable to particular programs, services, or students. No federal program should require localities to treat identical children differently, depending on what school they attend.
Federal funding should not remove responsibility for judgments and trade-offs about a child's education from the only people who can make them well, teachers and parents. Congress might establish especially high weighting factors for severely disabled children or children in extremely high-cost areas. But laws that create absolute entitlements to specific services or permit court orders requiring optimal services for some children regardless of the consequences for other children's education must be amended. This implies avoiding federal prescriptions about who must sign off on decisions, what sorts of planning processes states and localities must follow, and who, if aggrieved, has a private right of legal action.
Congress might allow localities to set age-level priorities (for example, provide twice as much federal money per beneficiary pupil in grades six to eight as in grades nine to twelve). But it should not allow localities to create horizontal inequities among beneficiary children of a particular age, no matter where they go to school. Children's beneficiary status should depend on their demographic characteristics, not on their test scores or other school performance. Funding should not be reduced for disadvantaged students who perform at high levels. This proposal will almost certainly strengthen demands for increased federal funding. The 30-40 percent of disadvantaged children who do not now receive Title I services would finally get them, and the need to spread federal funds among a larger number of students will generate demands to increase funding to match current per child amounts. 36 Because the money and its uses would be visible at the school level, the case for increased funding should also be easy to make. A school could add another teacher for every fifty or sixty disadvantaged students, thus creating many new opportunities for instructional improvement.
Because some of the data required to identify individual children can be collected only at the local level, federal grants would have to follow the general procedures used by Title I: Use census data (poverty counts) to allocate funds to the county level and use locally collected data (for example, free lunch counts, surveys of family language backgrounds, school surveys of handicapped children) to identify beneficiaries. These assessments might best be done at the county level, rather than by individual school districts. Government agencies that distribute funds should be paid administrative fees for their services, but these should not lead to establishment of permanent federally funded monitoring staffs.
The first step toward redefining the federal role would be to consolidate all federal grant programs into one statute and create clear definitions of beneficiaries. A reform of this scope would require scrutiny of some pro-grams that do not normally come up for reauthorization at the same time as ESEA, for example, Vocational Education, IDEA, and the Department of Education's research structure. There is, however, no reason that those programs cannot be considered for reauthorization on the ESEA timetable. Including such programs in a review of ESEA is a necessary precondition for creating a rationalized and effective federal role in education.
Strengthen Schools
Federal policy must work with, not against, the reality that the only people who can help a student are that child's teachers, parents, and neighbors. Washington should avoid buttressing any particular administrative regime or creating permanent groups of federally paid state or local employees. It should, similarly, avoid mandating any particular orthodoxy in educational organization, whether that is systemic reform that aligns standards, tests, curriculum, teaching, charter schools, educational contracting, home schooling, cyber schooling, or anything else. Schools should be free to use federal money for teacher training, new instructional materials, or outside assistance that can improve teaching, but districts should not be free to use money for programs that put central office priorities before the needs of individual schools.
Other than eliminating earmarks that require states and localities to fund program-specific compliance monitors and coordinators, the federal government should neither solidify nor disassemble current state and local administrative structures. It should take a permissive but neutral stance toward such innovations in education provision as lump-sum budgeting of schools, private provision of school space and staffing, investment and school management by nongovernmental entities, and voucher plans that expand educational options for the disadvantaged.
Aside from eliminating funding earmarked for administration, the federal government should do nothing to encourage states or localities to disassemble the apparatus they have built for special education. Schools and communities must struggle with the question of what is to be done for children who cannot learn in normal classroom environments. Powerful interest groups and legal advocacy organizations, many created by federal subsidies, will continue to have great influence. But the federal government should not prevent schools from experimenting with different ideas about how best to serve the handicapped or from considering the effectiveness of alternative services and the needs of other children.
In general, the federal government should not encourage any changes in state special education laws or sponsor litigation to change extant court orders on education of the handicapped. It should, however, leave the writing of laws and regulations on special education to the states and allow issues on the rights of special education students to be resolved in courts and legislatures. It should also let rights-based litigation in other areas (for example, bilingual education, sex equity) proceed and Constitutional interpretations that establish individual students' rights to services evolve. The federal government should swear off the practice of picking out the one court ruling most favorable to a particular group's interests and erecting it into a national program.
Define Results in Terms of Student and School Performance
The federal government should measure the effects of its programs in terms of overall improvement in the educational outcomes of children, both disadvantaged and advantaged, not on maintenance of a particular administrative or service scheme. Accountability based on detailed fiscal reporting and regulatory compliance does not lead to good instruction.
To assess results of its subsidies for students and schools, the federal government could conduct special analyses of the results of new statewide standards-based tests. These tests, now either in place or under construction in a majority of states, are designed to produce school-byschool comparisons in students' average test scores and growth rates.
States could be required to analyze these data, comparing student growth rates in all schools in which federal funds are used versus all other schools. States could then be required to create new schooling options for students in low-growth-rate schools. These options could be provided via state intervention, reconstitution, or creation of new schooling options (including use of districtwide choice plans, vouchers, or charters).
The Department of Education could also periodically commission national sample-based studies of localities and schools and provide information to governors, mayors, and the public.
Attack Emergent Problems with Short-Term Special-Purpose Grants
States and localities will continue to need help solving short-term problems such as teacher shortages, facilities decay, lack of technology, and overcrowding. However, the federal government should avoid creating expectations that particular jurisdictions will receive permanent federal support. It should not fund any state or local government entity for more than three years without at least a one-year hiatus. Further, these short-term interventions should be limited to a fixed percentage (for example, 10 percent) of all federal spending on K-12 education. The secretary of education could then control a substantial fund for investment in and response to emergent problems of states and localities. The secretary, in consultation with a board representing Congress, presidential appointees, governors, and local educators and school providers, could devote as much as $1.5 billion per year to specific problem-solving activities. Because this fund could not become an entitlement for any locality or function, and no one program could continue for more than three years, the use of this fund could be disciplined by becoming a significant issue in presidential campaigns.
Make the Education Department a National Resource, Not a Federal Ministry
The Education Department should be re-missioned to emphasize national issues over the use of federal regulatory power. Its current organization, which fosters close alliances between particular constituency groups and the bureaus that run programs, should be changed. 37 All the separate categorical program offices could be replaced by a unified division that writes checks and ensures that funds go to the schools and children for whom they are designated.
A second major Investments Division would sponsor research, development, statistics, and emergency investments. No matter how states and localities seek to improve their schools, they will depend on the availability, both in their regions and nationally, of well-trained teachers, sound techniques for student assessment, new technologies and ideas about instruction and school management, and evidence of the effectiveness of particular instructional methods. Through its Investments Division, the Department of Education could invest in new ideas and fund rigorous clinical trials and demonstrations. Consistent with the principle that the department should be a source of ideas and not a regulator, these results would be disseminated via the marketplace of ideas, not translated into laws, regulations, or incentives.
Taken together, these principles could create a new federal role in education.
Conclusion
Would initiatives based on these principles thaw out all of the ice nine created by today's federal programs and regulations and establish a perfect federal role? The answer is no. Just as today's problems could not be anticipated in the 1960s, the challenges facing America's schools in the year 2010 cannot all be foreseen now. Future Congresses will need to reconsider and amend actions taken in 1999 and 2000.
Groups of providers and beneficiaries will always try to use federal power and dollars to create and solidify advantages for themselves. Professors and business leaders will be tempted to write their own ideasabout use of technology, adoption of whole school designs, the best teaching methods, the correct class size, or the perfect way to select and train teachers-into federal law. 38 Interest group representatives will draft laws and regulations that favor their constituencies; some will try to inflate court orders that apply only to specific cases into regulations that affect all schools.
The structure of the new federal role must be simple enough, and grounded on sufficiently clear principles, to withstand the inevitable processes of advocacy and advantage-taking. The foregoing suggestions lay a good foundation. But a more constructive federal role will need tending and defending. Creating a new and more constructive federal role is one thing; keeping it is another.
Comment by Christopher T. Cross Paul T. Hill's paper sparks many thoughts, ideas, and recollections about the last thirty-five years of intensive federal activity in education. However, many questions arise from the paper and many issues need further examination. Hill's use of ice nine as a metaphor for federal involvement is colorful and effective, but it presents a picture that may be unnecessarily negative and one that fails to acknowledge the positive aspects of what does take place with federal aid. Ice nine has no benevolent uses. Once touched, disaster occurs. While some might argue that point, I suspect that even they would acknowledge that federal aid has made positive contributions in elementary and secondary education and in higher education. Hill's paper, while having a title related to federal aid, is essentially about the U.S. Department of Education and does not touch upon programs run in such disparate agencies as the National Endowment for the Humanities, the National Science Foundation (NSF), the Department of Defense, and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration. All of this is to say that the frame of reference must be clearly defined.
Now that nearly two generations have passed since enactment of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA), a review would be useful of some of the reasons that gave birth to the programs that, for the most part, still exist today. A child born in 1960 who might have entered school when the program first took effect in 1965 is on the verge of turning forty and likely has children of his own in school. In Washington during that same time, a half-dozen or more changes in congressional leadership have occurred and, with the exception of Representative Patsy Mink (D-Hawaii), probably not a soul is around who was present at the creation and is still active in the policy arena. With turnover at the state and local level, more cycles have been completed than most can remember.
The situation that existed in the mid-1960s compelled the enactment of federal education programs. School integration was a central focus as was the recognition that many schools that had served African American children were destitute and often received an inferior allocation of funds. When Title I was created, it was aimed at righting some of those wrongs by providing financial aid. Enactment of ESEA came only seven years after President Dwight D. Eisenhower sent troops into Little Rock, Arkansas, and when other open acts of civil and criminal disobedience had taken place to prevent school desegregation. Defiance of court decisions led to court orders and federal action. While many of those cases were about federal education programs, most were (and are) about either constitutional issues or civil rights laws that often get played out in the schools. Keeping all of this in mind is important when examining the current situation.
In the past thirty-five years, states have become much more professional and less openly political in the Tammany Hall sense of graft and corruption. They have also built professional staffs, embraced inclusive social issues, and become rivals of the federal government for power and even moral authority. The problem is that the structure in place for the delivery of federal education programs was created in response to the problems of the 1950s and 1960s. Similar issues face society in other fields, such as health, welfare, transportation, and housing, where the issues have emerged and present different challenges but the structure has not evolved to meet them. What seemed to work no longer does.
Other Issues
One issue not addressed by Hill relates to the ways in which the federal government has chosen to organize education programs and the impact of that at the state and local level. For example, the old Office of Education and the existing U.S. Department of Education treat schools as silos-a silo for special education, for vocational education, for the education of disadvantaged children, and for children with a primary language other than English. Unfortunately, that has led to mimicry. States almost immediately organized their education agencies around these areas, as did most school districts of a reasonable size.
This simple act led to much of the program isolation evident today. In what has become a virtual chain-of-command structure, state and local officials usually have only minor influence over these programs and functions. Even in 1999, five years after enactment of major policy changes in Title I meant to eliminate this isolation, it still exists.
Unfortunately, Congress has exacerbated this problem by enacting laws calling for additional bureaucracies and protecting those already operating in the belief that doing so will help children. But that is not the case, and structural rigidity often works against good service. This approach is not limited to the political left or right, and the ultimate irony would be the legislatively mandated creation of offices to serve charter school or voucher programs. In discussing colonization of state agencies, Hill gives recognition to the problem, but without explaining the entire context at the federal level. A provocative question is what would change if the federal programs were reorganized into a single organization that served all schools and states? Would that change things or has the silo structure become so institutionalized that it is beyond change?
I agree with Hill's assertion that federal programs did not directly lead to the current unrest about public schools. I do believe, however, that he gives scant attention to the role of the federal judiciary in undermining the authority of the schools. It has become a cliché to say that the United States is a litigious society, but consideration must be given to how, as a result, the possibility of establishing a coherent school culture has been severely eroded. While separate programs contribute to the problem, the courts have had the greatest impact in rulings that limit authority over dress, publications, speech, discipline, and more. Teachers also erode the culture of a school by dressing and acting more inappropriately than many students. The function of adults as role models is too rare.
A More Positive Federal Role
In his paper, Hill posits what he terms a new, more positive, federal role. Much of it I can easily agree with, for it represents the wisdom of careful reviews of the past. However, some major questions arise, some of which point out both the ironies of any change and the difficulties of not doing some things.
Hill proposes that children, not jurisdictions, should be subsidized. On its face that is a compelling idea. However, saying that all schools should get the same amount of state and local aid, the question immediately arises of how that would be enforced. Would there be regulations? How would they be enforced? By whom? And a law of this nature would bring with it enormous potential for lawsuits, some of which might be brought by teacher unions to challenge the potential abrogation of contracts that often permit senior teachers to move to schools of their choosing, few of which are schools that need the most help. New policy invites legal challenges. Children attending school in areas with high concentrations of poverty represent the most difficult challenge. Any proposal that has money following the child needs to take that factor into account. I do not know how that can be done in a way that does not invite greater federal involvement or that does not do something extra for those schools where concentrations of poor children are highest.
Under the constitutional system of separation of powers, judicial review cannot be prevented. The best hope is that the courts will come to understand their role in undermining certain aspects of society and restore to schools some ability to make and enforce reasonable regulations.
Hill does not want to reduce federal funding for students who perform at high levels. While I believe that his motivation is to ensure that students who have come from behind are not allowed to slip back, are there any limits to this policy? To take a case that may appear extreme, what about a poor child who starts out needing help in the early grades and then by middle school is doing just fine? How can continuing extra help to that child be justified when his younger sister may need it, and he is doing well?
The notion of short-term, special-purpose grants is another major issue. One need look only at the all-too-frequent use by Congress of holdharmless provisions in annual appropriations bills or the inability to close obsolete military bases to understand how difficult this concept would be to sustain. Once federal aid begins to flow, the natural political forces keep it coming. It becomes very hard to cut off. How long did it take to make even the smallest changes in impact aid?
Hill calls for the creation of a board to consult with the secretary of education on spending these special-purpose grants. Having congressional appointees on such a board would raise separation of powers issues, as that is an inherently administrative function.
Hill wants to make the U.S. Department of Education a resource and not a ministry. While the imagery of that is great, I have a hard time envisioning a cabinet position called the secretary of national educational resources.
While I believe his major proposal is an excellent idea, I cannot imagine Congress, and particularly the Senate, consolidating all legislation affecting elementary and secondary education into one bill. While I have long advocated this approach, it will never happen. The pressures of interest groups in keeping their own programs separate, combined with congressional work schedules, serve to make this impossible. If that does not occur, it is hard to see how much of the rest of what Hill calls for would, or could, emerge. In the absence of this one bill, it might be worth thinking about what could be done within the context of legislation that is pending in the 106th Congress to bring about some reforms.
One immediate action would be to streamline the technical assistance and dissemination activities that are contained within the ESEA and Office of Educational Research and Improvement laws. Currently, there are a host of organizations, ranging from regional labs to comprehensive centers. Their roles and the connection among them are unclear. Few have any relationship to the national research centers, and fewer still are informed about or informed by the work being done in agencies such as the National Institute of Child Health and Human Development and NSF.
The Department of Education has not given much thought to getting information directly into the hands of consumers (teachers) via the use of new forms of technology such as the Internet and CD-ROMs. Nor has any action been taken to teach teachers how to be informed consumers of research and evaluation information. The recent publication on comprehensive school reform by the American Institutes for Research, sponsored by several national education organizations, that takes a consumers' report approach is a good first step. These actions represent an extension of Hill's views on the creation of an Investments Division that would sponsor research, development, and statistics. Hill calls for dissemination, but a system that will serve the consumer must be carefully planned and implemented if it is to affect teaching and learning and result in improved student achievement.
While Hill recommends this Investments Division as a part of the Department of Education to handle these areas, I believe that the research function should be removed from the department and placed in an independent agency that I call the Agency for Learning. This agency would also serve to link together the research being done in all federal agencies that is relevant to education. By removing it from the department, and creating a policy board comprised of public officials and educators, it would be removed from the politics of the Department of Education.
While I agree with Hill that results should be defined in terms of student and school performance, the practical problems of doing that on a basis that is equitable across states are significant. Given the National Research Council report on the equating of state tests, the use of a national test seems to be the only reasonable approach. Without that or some similar mechanism, proxy measures, such as census poverty data, that are unfair, outdated, and irrelevant will have to be used.
Any attempt to look at a new and better way to structure federal aid and support for education must pay careful attention to special interest groups. While federal assistance and support programs can take on many different configurations, any proposal to advance in the legislative arena must factor in consultation with powerful lobby groups, such as the Council for Exceptional Children, the American Vocational Association, the Title I parents' organizations, and bilingual education organizations. I believe that each of these groups is ready to consider new approaches to federal aid, but none will accept a plan without consultation and the willingness of the architect to accept modifications. Clearly, doing consultation is a dangerous game because one can easily lose control of both the issue and the idea. The alternative is yet another dead-on-arrival idea that will sink below the waves after a few days of fame.
Comment by Sally Kilgore Paul T. Hill has an intimate acquaintance with federal legislation in education-both as a policymaker and as an evaluator. In his paper, he makes masterful use of that knowledge in providing a lively and penetrating analysis of the effects of federal educational legislation.
Hill recounts that federal funding in education was justified, or otherwise rendered constitutional, using the child benefit theory. Federal funds, the theory argues, provide support services to children in a school setting in ways that do not intrude upon a state's rights (or responsibility) to control the shape and mission of schools within its boundaries. The federal legislative initiatives in education sought to remedy inequalities that existed within schools and school districts for certain identifiable classes of students-the economically disadvantaged, those lacking English language skills, those with identifiable physical or mental disabilities, and girls who had been denied the same opportunities as boys, particularly in sports.
Such legislation initially provided funding to identifiable classes of children experiencing inequities in the existing system. In reauthorizations, additional inequities were addressed by new conditions of eligibility for those federal funds. The efforts to equalize opportunities for women, for instance, were achieved almost exclusively through establishing such new eligibility criteria for federal funds. With the passing of the Education for All Handicapped Children Act, localities were required to reallocate local and state (not federal) money to address the inequities in educational opportunities for students requiring special services.
As Hill notes, in the early period (1960s and 1970s) legislators and bureaucrats intentionally designed legislation to challenge or redistribute political power within local districts, establishing parent advisory counsels and new channels for grievances. Parents made new claims and consciously, federal legislation reconfigured power within district offices with the introduction of what Hill refers to as the "colonialists"; that is, the local and state enforcers of the federal will.
Hill recognizes the profoundly important role played by federal legislation in addressing inequalities of opportunities but claims, appropriately, that the long-term-and unanticipated-consequences for children and schools have been detrimental. Hill provides vivid accounts of colonialists penetrating district offices, schools frozen by the constraints of the colonialists, interest groups clamoring for equity, state education departments living off the dole, and the federal government engineering yet another shift in power within communities.
Lessons learned from these thirty years lead Hill to recommend that future legislation in education should balance the traditional, and rightful, concern for poor and disadvantaged children with an effort to effect general school improvement. Legislation that meets these conditions, Hill suggests, should be built upon these principles:
-Subsidize children, not jurisdictions.
-Attack emergent problems with short-term solutions.
-Become school-friendly.
Recent Effects of Federal Legislation
Hill's historical account, in my estimation, understates the effects of shifts in power that emerged with each reauthorization of federal programs in education. Similarly, he fails to emphasize the more perverse incentive systems inherent in federal legislation.
SHIFTING POWER STRUCTURES. The fragmentation of school authority and mission so aptly described by Hill dissipated as increasing numbers of schools were eligible to adopt a schoolwide program and as federal offices permitted the commingling of funds across programs. Commendably, legislators sought to integrate the findings of extensive research into the 1994 reauthorization of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA), all but eliminating a number of the procedural constraints that had created ineffectual and even detrimental instructional practices such as pullout programs. Broad categories of expenditures were mandated; for example, at least 10 percent of the revenue must be spent on professional development.
Unanticipated by this recent legislation and not addressed by Hill, though, was the substantial shift in the distribution of power within school districts. Eliminating many regulations on the use of federal funds led, I argue, to shifts in power and authority among central office administrators. Superintendents in urban districts have been provided unprecedented opportunities to deploy large sums of federal money to effect changes in classroom practices. Superintendents can and do mobilize millions of federal dollars allotted for professional development to implement priorities formulated in the superintendent's office. On the surface, such empowerment should be a welcomed relief from the reign of colonialists. Under these new conditions the potential for a coherent mission is greater. Longterm stability, however, is compromised, and the adaptability of these initiatives to local school needs is questionable.
School improvement plans required for Title I schoolwide projects must be made at the school level. Yet few school staff can deploy substantial resources in ways that reflect their understanding of the needs of students. Instead, district administrators usually control the particulars in classroom practice: the amount of time teachers devote to certain subjects, the instructional strategies used for certain subjects, which classrooms receive computers, and the specific software used for math and reading tutorials. Such district-level control in urban areas is often broad in scope and detailed in practice. Again, these actions are not inconsistent with research on effective instructional practices showing that, for instance, elementary teachers do not devote much time to mathematics and that they utilize ineffective instructional strategies in science and mathematics. These district actions are, however, inconsistent with research on effective strategies for change in organizational practices.
District officials who exercise such control claim that teachers and principals are unwilling to devote sufficient time to mathematics, are not equipped with the skills and knowledge to improve instructional strategies, and are not, for example, able to make sound decisions about software acquisitions for student learning. Certainly evidence can be marshaled to support their claim.
Research evidence, however, suggests that enduring change in practice originates from those persons required to carry out the change. Even if that evidence were not available, the folly remains. Increased district control leads to greater instability and insensitivity to varying needs across schools.
Increasing the authority with the most vulnerable part of any urban school system, its superintendent, leads to abandoned projects, cynical teachers, and weary administrators. The average shelf life of an urban school superintendent is 2.5 years. As is the way with transitions in bureaucratic or political leadership, new superintendents announce their presence by moving the organization in a new direction; if it was headed south, it must now go north. With such a short shelf life, teachers can (and perhaps should) ignore the new priorities and practices whenever possible. Changes in school practice implemented in one regime seldom endure, if they ever were practiced.
Certainly the experience in one urban school district illustrates this process. An innovative, committed, and intelligent school superintendent brought to a sleepy and lackluster district the press to be the best-to improve achievement levels of students, not within the decade, but within a year. The district adopted one of the most rigorous math programs available and required teachers to pursue lengthy training, at considerable expenditure of Title I funds. Elementary teachers were expected to devote ninety minutes a day to mathematics lessons, and pacing charts kept teachers moving from one topic to another.
Such fast-paced and relatively chaotic change was not well received. The school board bought out the superintendent's contract two years after the mathematics program had been adopted. Within four months of the departure of the superintendent, the mathematics program, its textbooks, and supporting materials were officially abandoned. No doubt some teachers acquired some skills and understandings as a result of that initiative, but in great measure, the effort-well intentioned as it was-sent millions of dollars down the proverbial drain. The inability of district-level mandates to be equally relevant or useful to all schools is easily evident. For instance, instituting rules about mathematics instruction assumes that each school has the same instructional weaknesses. Such commonality is rarely accurate. Some schools, some grade levels, may have much greater need for improved reading instructional practices than for a new mathematics program. Wellintentioned superintendents have been known to mandate counselors for every elementary school, even when one or more schools have such services provided by a community agency housed within a school. Such mismatches are inevitable when strategies for change rely upon uniform mandates. Teacher cynicism and frustration inevitably emerge.
Earlier legislation, then, that concentrated authority with local and state colonialists had a long shelf life; practices endured in schools and classrooms well beyond legislation requiring them. The problem was that the endorsed practices did little to enhance achievement. Now, new conditions exist: Federal funds vacillate from one inspired vision to another with little possibility of penetrating the daily practices within the classroom and often failing to address a school's specific needs.
INCENTIVE SYSTEMS. Hill notes, but fails to develop, an argument about the perverse incentive structures that are inherent in much of the federal legislation. For districts, the amount of federal funds available varies directly with the proportion of students who possess some condition-economically disadvantaged, lacking proficiency in English, and so forth. Rationally, any savvy administrator would seek to maximize the number of students who meet such criteria.
Parents, too, have perverse incentives. Students with certain disabilities are entitled to more advantageous testing conditions (no time limits) and special tutors or services. As Hill notes, several investigations have uncovered the growing number of children with disabilities in upper-class suburban areas. Again, rational parents who seek to maximize the opportunities and advantages available to their children would (and should) seek to have them classified in ways that afford their children these special opportunities. The question for legislators, then, is how they can frame legislation that secures remedies but does not generate perverse incentives.
Some remedies can be achieved through changes in local practice. Others require reconstructing the particulars in legislation. For districtlevel incentives, the remedies seem fairly obvious: When districts are able to manipulate the amount of money flowing to them, the opportunity to undermine the original intent is great. Contrast Title I funds with bilingual education funding. Title I funds are distributed among districts according to census data collected by the Department of Commerce. The district has little capacity to manipulate the outcome. However, classifying children as lacking proficiency in English is almost exclusively within the purview of school officials. Thus, the regulatory structure of funding for bilingual programs creates more perverse incentives than that of Title I.
Remedies for undesirable incentives for students can, in part, be managed at the school or classroom level. For example, lifting time constraints for all students in state assessments, as well as classroom exams, eliminates one of the advantages associated with certain disabilities without curtailing the rights associated with that condition. Administratively, the change has some complications. Different types of assessments should be used under these conditions. Allocation of school time must be done differently under these conditions.
Misplaced Optimism?
It would be a mistake to take Hill's work as an exhaustive account of federal actions that impinged upon the school life of children and teachers in the last thirty years. Hill's scope appropriately focuses on the effects of legislation. That said, excluding the activities of state and federal courts overlooks the extraordinary confluence of events-both legislative initiatives and judicial decisions-that reconstituted the relations schools could and did have with students and their parents. Both branches established new avenues for conflict and grievances. Legislative actions also realigned local power structures, and judicial decisions introduced new procedural requirements that had, de facto, the same impact.
Identifying this confluence of legislative and judicial action is important for this discussion only if the judicial requirements undermine the anticipated effects of legislative changes. Thus, the ability of future legislation to mend the fractured relations between parents and schools is limited given all the judicial decisions that established due process for students, and so on. However, one can maintain optimism that legislative actions can affect the coherence of instruction experienced by children.
Guiding Principles for Future Legislation
If one takes these caveats and adjustments to Hill's account as valid, what are the ramifications for Hill's proposed principles to guide future legislation? The adjusted account requires that these principles acquire greater specificity to reduce the probability that unstable leadership or perverse incentives undermine the federal intent. SUBSIDIZE CHILDREN, NOT JURISDICTIONS. Does the proposal to subsidize children, not jurisdictions, address the power or incentive problems with current practice? Only if the revenue transfers to parents instead of states. Cash does not have to move through a parent's bank account; a redeemable coupon or its equivalent could be used.
If new federal legislation subsidizes children and uses a public entity (even the school instead of the district and state offices), the likelihood is that federal auditors will require yet another trail of evidence linking each child with the expenditure of federal funds. A coupon transaction between the parent and school mitigates the need for such practices.
Suppose schools were eligible to receive coupons from parents if their practices and mission (1) accommodate the specified special needs within their regular program, (2) provide supplementary services before or after school that meet those needs, or (3) provide alternative services at the school site for those students requiring a separate program.
Other organizations could be certified to provide supplementary services with the understanding that they are sufficient accommodation and support for the student. Such a system would ensure that auditors would lack an oversight role on the procedural aspects of education and provide parents with meaningful options to meet their child's special needs. All changes introduce new problems. This change would be no exception. The new problem is: What institution, following what procedures, will determine which children are eligible to receive such coupons? Working through existing institutions-federal or state-would appear to provide the most cost-effective strategy.
ATTACK EMERGENT PROBLEMS WITH SHORT-TERM SOLUTIONS. Does this principle address the problems identified above? Relying more on short-term solutions can limit the likelihood that perverse incentives will be created with new streams of federal funding. But this principle is not sufficient to reduce the likelihood that local districts will exploit funding opportunities. To the degree feasible, identifying categories of children eligible to receive funding should be done by government agencies indifferent to the outcome, such as the Bureau of the Census. The greatest challenge to this principle will be bilingual funding, where many of the potential beneficiaries do everything they can to obscure their presence to government agencies.
STRENGTHEN SCHOOLS OVER PROGRAMS. Hill's emphasis on strengthening schools over programs is perhaps the most important principle for, in part, strategies that realize it will, of necessity, accord greater discretion at the school level and allow (but not ensure) more coherent and stable school policies to emerge.
With authority accorded to schools, a course of action could be sustained that is adapted to the specific needs of students at that school and to the particular resources in that neighborhood. However, some school systems in urban areas, for example, within New York and New Jersey, experience as much instability in school leadership as they do in districtlevel leadership.
In a sense then, this principle meets the Hippocratic test: Honoring it likely will move the federal role in education from harmful to not harmful. But taken by itself, devolving authority to schools will not lead to school improvement.
For school improvement to become more likely, building the capacity of principals and teachers should be part of the federal initiative. The current Title I funds set aside for professional development could serve as a model. SERVICE, NOT A MINISTRY. Building the capacity of principals and teachers should be the first task, if the federal role in education is to become one more of service than of ministry-through research, support for discipline-based institutes, and long-term professional development programs at schools. Information, though, of another sort is needed by schools. Regarding any legislative or judicial action, who knows what the document says or means in practice? Part of the colonialists' power arose from their ability to be the sole interpreter of federal regulatory requirements. School lawyers presumably provide competing or alternative interpretations. But large pockets of relevant folks, especially principals, were unable to challenge the interpretations imposed by the colonialists. As a secondary challenge, then, to becoming a resource instead of a ministry, federal offices must aggressively seek out ways to ensure that all parties have equal access to regulatory information in intelligible form.
Democratizing access to such information should be an integral component of the role of a national resource.
What is evident from this evaluation of Hill's guiding principles for new legislation is that legislators who pick and choose among these principles, as if to suggest that Hill has offered them a buffet of policy options, will not get the federal role out of the box. Choosing to subsidize children, but disregarding the need to become school-friendly, could create more adverse circumstances for children than those they currently encounter.
DEFINE RESULTS IN TERMS OF STUDENT AND SCHOOL PERFORMANCE.
Focusing on results when evaluating the effects of federal programs is essential-even fundamental. Lurking in the shadows, though, is the use of student or school performance as a condition of eligibility.
Legislators have been wise to avoid such criteria. The proposal, however, to require states to provide for reconstituting a school with persistently low performance is sound. Current Title I legislation requires that the effects of program initiatives be evaluated using the same assessment as that used for other students or schools. In the long run, this requirement may be the most positive change in the last reauthorization. Perverse incentives would inevitably arise with more intrusive directives than those exercised to date.
One best solution does not exist, but one best priority does: Maximize the likelihood that legislation encourages (or does not undermine) the development of coherent and effective instruction.
Notes

